Thoth Court Card “Moral Characteristics”
Princesses

Princes

Queens

Knights

Wands
Dignified:
individualistic
brilliant
daring
vigorous
energetic
strong of character

Wands
Dignified:
swift
strong
impulsive

Wands
Dignified:
adaptable
persistent
calmly authoritative
attractive
inspiring
kind
generous
impatient of opposition

Wands
Dignified:
active
energetic
confidant
generous
fierce
impetuous
proud
impulsive
swift
unpredictable

beautiful by force of will

sudden
violent
implacable
omnivorous
ambitious
aspiring
enthusiastic
Ill-Dignified:
irrational
unforgiving
vengeful
superficial
theatrical
shallow
false
oblivious to own faults
temperamental
self-righteous
cruel
unreliable
faithless
domineering
reckless
insatiable
Cups
Dignified:
infinitely gracious
sweet
voluptuous
gentle
kind
tender
romantic
dreamy

impressionable
indecisive
violently opinionated
just
noble
generous
a boaster
a romantic
a joker
humorous
proud
courageous
enduring
industrious
Ill-Dignified:
cruel
sadistic
callous
intolerant
prejudiced
idle
vain
cowardly

Cups
Dignified:
subtle
intensely secretive
violent
crafty
outwardly calm
internally passionate
opportunistic

friendly on her own terms
Ill-Dignified:
vain
snobbish
brooding
wrong-headed
savage
gullible
stupid
obstinate
tyrannical
overly sensitive to slights
vengeful
rash
melancholic
furious
fickle
disloyal
shallow

Cups
Dignified:
dreamy
illusory
tranquil
incorruptible
popular

Ill-Dignified:
evil-minded
cruel
bigoted
brutal
short-sighted
inconstant
irresolute
impermanent

Cups
Dignified:
passive
graceful
dilettantish
amiable
easily flattered
enthusiastic
transitory

Thoth Court Card “Moral Characteristics”
Cups (cont'd)
rapturous
helpful
unflappable
Ill-Dignified:

overly dependent
falsely viewed as selfish
falsely viewed as indolent

Cups (cont'd)
distrusted
unreasonably feared
Ill-Dignified:
conscienceless
ruthless
power-hungry
self-absorbed
overly ambitious
a loner

Cups (cont'd)
Ill-Dignified:

fragmented
distorted
pleasure-seeking
colorless

Swords
Swords
Swords
Dignified:
Dignified:
Dignified:
stern
purely intellectual
intensely perceptive
revengeful
full of ideas and designs
keenly observant
mercilessly logical
hopelessly idealistic
a subtle interpreter
firm
intensely clever
highly individualistic
aggressive
admirably rational
swift
wise in practical ways
flexible
accurate
subtle in material things
versatile
confident
managerial
adaptable
gracious
clever
elastic
just
dexterous
graceful in movement
judicious
Ill-Dignified:
exceptionally poised
unstable of purpose
a skilled mediator
foresighted
indifferent to facts
prudent
Ill-Dignified:
undiscriminating
careful in preparation
inspires unlikely devotion
incoherent
unprincipled
evasive
perversely cunning
Ill-Dignified:
mentally slow
elusive
cruel
faddish
anxious
sly
unresponsive
fanatical
deceitful
incompetent
easily duped
unreliable
rash
dangerously attractive
intolerant of interference
misguided

Cups (cont'd)
impressionable
lacks depth
placid
Ill-Dignified:

sensual
idle
untruthful
superficial
naive
disorganized
disaster-prone
schizophrenic
melancholic
addiction-prone
Swords
Dignified:
active
skillful
subtle
clever
fierce
delicate
courageous
idealistic
steady
inspired
Ill-Dignified:
indecisive
purposeless
inconsequential
impotent
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Disks
Dignified:
womanhood personified
evolving/emerging
intensely focused
grounded
strong
pure
fertile
creative
receptive
conformable
cooperative
nourishing
vital
constant
balanced
immovable
Ill-Dignified:
bewilderingly inconsistent

changeable
variable

Disks
Dignified:
physically energetic
enduring
capable
managerial
steadfast
persevering
competent
ingenious
thoughtful
cautious
trustworthy
imperturbable
inventive
methodical
slow to anger

Disks
Dignified:
usefully ambitious
affectionate
kind
great-hearted
non-intellectual
intuitive
quiet
practical
sensible
domesticated
reticent
unassuming
accepting
sensual
addiction-prone

Ill-Dignified:
unemotional
insensitive
dull-seeming
incurious
resentful of subtlety

Ill-Dignified:
dull
servile
foolish
a drudge
mechanical
down-trodden

implacable when angered

Disks
Dignified:
dull
heavy
materialistic
laborious
patient
effectively practical
instinctual
slow-and-steady
admirably well-knit
economical
Ill-Dignified:
hopelessly stupid
slavish
dense
churlish
surly
envious
unambitious
petty
a meddler
frivolous
irresponsible
idle
wasteful

